Similar results are well-known; however, monotonicity conditions on q and q r are usually required. For example, in [1] , p. 116, it is proved that if q tends monotonically to co as t -> co, preserving the direction of convexity for large ί, then the condition q'(t)q(t)~l β -+Q as £-• oo is sufficient to imply C(L) = (-oo, co) for every self-adjoint operator L determined by I. We choose 0 < ε < )f/ 25 > K > 6400/)f (assume η < 1), and apply the lemma to / = q -λ on an interval [6, oo) (1), (2), and τ ί -s 0 ^ α 0 that
From this inequality and τ 1 -s 0 ^ 2α 0 , it follows that ( 3) P| y" + fy \<dt ^ (100/aDiτ, -s 0 ) ^ 200/α 0 .
J
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Similarly, we have 
From the definition of ε and K, (3), (4), (5), and (6), we obtain
therefore the proof is complete. In [3] , p. 235, asymptotic methods are used to obtain criteria for C(L) = (-co, co). In this development much of the argument depends S CO q-ι ' 2 dt -c-o. The condition q'(t)q(t)~l l2 -^0 a as t->oo implies the divergence of this integral. We raise the following question for a class C (1) function q: Are the conditions q(t) -> co as ί-^ co (perhaps monotonically) and \ q ll2 dt = co sufficient to imply CL) ( ) ?
